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Pension plans use Liability Driven Investment (LDI) strategies in order to reduce funded 
status volatility. Changes in funded status are driven by movements in both liability and 
asset values. Given that changes in the value of the reported liability are caused by 
changes in the level of general (Treasury) interest rates and/or credit spreads, an 
important component of these LDI strategies is often a meaningful allocation to long 
duration investment grade credit (corporate) securities. An allocation to long corporates 
can help reduce not only the general interest rate volatility of funded status, but also its 
spread volatility. 

Corporate Bond Supply/Demand Dynamics 
The demand for long corporates from pension-related investors can exert pressure on 
the corporate bond market; that is, all else equal, additional demand for corporates not 
met with commensurate supply could lead to a general tightening of corporate spreads. 
While a complete examination of potential imbalances between supply and demand for 
corporate bonds is outside of the scope of this paper, current market data reflects a 
decrease in dealer inventories. This inventory often acts as a buffer for sudden increases 
in demand. Exhibit I reports this dealer corporate bond inventory, divided by the average 
daily volume of the corporate bond market – a measure of the number of days of 
inventory on hand, based on recent total volume. Since 2007, this measure has dropped 
from nearly 35 days to less than 4 days currently. 

 

Source: Bloomberg 

Reported Dealer Inventory is based upon Primary Dealer Positions, as reported by the 
New York Federal Reserve Bank, and reflects corporate positions with a maturity of 
one year or greater. Average Daily Volume is the thirty-day average of the FINRA 
TRACE Market Breadth Investment Grade Bond Dollar Volume Index. 
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Exhibit I
Reported Dealer Inventory / Average Daily Volume

U.S. pension plan demand for long duration corporate bonds has been and is expected to remain at a 

high level. Nonetheless, some sponsors have delayed implementing strategic corporate bond 

programs because of tactical views on Treasury yields. Given the ease of managing Treasury 

duration, this need not be the case. 
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Aside from the logical allocation to corporates as part of an effective asset/liability hedge, 
anecdotal evidence indicates that plan sponsors are certainly aware of the potential 
supply/demand imbalance within the corporate bond market and, as such, have 
hastened their interest in credit-based LDI strategies. 

Despite the strategic rationale behind corporate bond purchases and concerns over bond 
scarcity, some fiduciaries are uncomfortable with the general level of interest rates and 
consequently delay the adoption of a “long duration” strategy. Fortunately, there are ways 
to combine allocations to long duration corporate securities with synthetic short 
positions using U.S. Treasury futures, such that the resultant allocation has the desired 
long corporate spread exposure without the long rate exposure that might not be desired. 
In this world, sponsors have not only a spread hedge in place – they also have an 
allocation to (potentially dear) corporate securities. 

Similarly, sponsors that already have an allocation to long credit and have a tactical view 
on the general level of rates need not sell their corporate securities. Rather, they can 
maintain their allocation to long corporates and its associated spread hedge while 
reducing their overall general interest rate sensitivity by utilizing a synthetic short 
position in Treasury futures. 

Implementing a Synthetic Strategy 
Synthetic short positions designed to remove general rate duration can be implemented 
in several ways, including with interest rate swaps and Treasury futures. While both can 
be effective, each has advantages and disadvantages. Our discussion concerns the use of 
futures. 

For example, assume a pension plan has a $1 billion liability with a duration of 14 years 
and $400 million in fixed income assets managed against the Barclays Aggregate Index. 

This simple asset/liability profile is outlined in Exhibit II (see appendix for additional 
details). 

 

In this example, a 100 bps movement in either general interest rates or spreads will 
change the liability value by approximately $140mm. As such, the pension plan has a 
general interest rate hedge of approximately 14%, meaning that, all else equal, a 100 basis 
point change in general interest rates or spreads will lead to a change in funded status of 
$120 million. Analogously, given the amount of non-Treasury exposure in the Barclays 
Aggregate Index, the plan has a spread hedge of approximately 8%, meaning a 100 basis 

Liability

Net risk

Aggregate

Exhibit II: Baseline, 40% Barclays Aggregate
$ in millions per 1% rate change

Interest rate risk Spread risk

$140 mm

$120 mm $129 mm

$140 mm

40% Aggregate allocation reduces net 
interest rate and spread risks.

$40 $80 $120 $40 $80 $120
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point change in spreads will lead to a change in funded status of approximately $129 
million.1 

If a long duration strategy were adopted – for example, an allocation to the Barclays Long 
Corporate Index – the rate and spread hedge would be increased to approximately 39% 
(or $86 million of interest rate risk remaining) as illustrated in Exhibit III. 

 

A sponsor that wants the spread hedge of a long corporate allocation and the general 
interest rate exposure of the Aggregate could use Treasury futures to make the 
adjustment. 

 

 

Balancing Strategic and Tactical Views 
The purchase of long corporate securities improves the efficacy of the plan’s spread 
hedge, but does not affect the plan’s overall interest rate hedge when used in 
combination with Treasury futures. In other words, Exhibit IV reflects an allocation that 
allows for both strategic hedging views and tactical interest rate views. In addition, this 

                                                                   
1 Any assets that the plan has in “risk-based” assets (e.g., equity securities) are ignored in this analysis. For a description of the potential 
role of risk assets in hedge strategies, please see Considerations Surrounding Corporate Bonds in Pension Portfolios. 

Liability

Exhibit III: Replacing Agg with Long Corporate
$ in millions per 1% rate change

Interest rate risk Spread risk

$140 mm$140 mm

$40 $80 $120 $40 $80 $120

Net risk

Long 
Corporate

$86 mm $86 mm

Replacing the Aggregate allocation with 
Long Corporate securities increases the 
hedge of interest rate and spread risks.

Liability

Exhibit IV: Adding Treasury Futures Short
$ in millions per 1% rate change

Interest rate risk Spread risk

$140 mm$140 mm

$40 $80 $120 $40 $80 $120

Long 
Corporate

Net risk $120 mm $86 mm

Shorting US Treasury futures removes the 
additional Long Corporate interest rate 

exposure while leaving spread risk unchanged.
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allows the plan sponsor to have an allocation to an asset class that may become dear, 
should other sponsors continue to adopt similar strategic views. 

The use of synthetic financial instruments such as Treasury futures also allows for the 
easy adjustment of tactical views. For example, increasing or decreasing the size of the 
tactical short position to a desired target duration can be accomplished easily by selling 
(buying) more Treasury futures. 

Other Considerations 
There are five actively traded U.S. Treasury futures contracts, ranging from the Two-Year 
Note contract to the Ultra Long Term (25-30 year) Bond contract. The analysis above 
simplistically removed duration by selling the Ultra Long futures contract; a more robust 
strategy would involve selling additional futures contracts in an attempt to better align 
cash flows across the yield curve with the cash flow profile of the bond indices involved 
and/or tactical views. Additionally, interest rate options could be used in place of 
Treasury futures to introduce interest rate contingent tactical positions. 

Operational Details 
The use of Treasury futures to shed duration requires posting of Initial Margin, which can 
be in the form of U.S. Treasury securities. Additionally, the use of futures would require 
access to cash to satisfy the Daily Variation (Maintenance) Margin requirements. 
Establishing a separate portfolio of Treasury securities – for example, Treasury Bills – and 
cash would satisfy these requirements. Based on the numbers outlined in Exhibit IV and 
using margin requirements and market-based implied volatilities as of July 2012, a 
separate Treasury/cash portfolio of approximately $30-50 million would be sufficient. 

Conclusion 
Prospective strategic hedging programs need not be delayed due to tactical rate views; 
similarly, existing strategic hedging programs need not be unwound due to tactical rate 
views. Rather, tactical interest rate views can be readily implemented within a broader 
strategic program by utilizing synthetic instruments to shed the unwanted general 
interest rate duration. This shortening of plan duration can be accomplished using 
interest rate swaps or futures. 
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Appendix 
Data sources: 

 All data are as of June 30, 2012. 

 Index characteristics throughout this paper are supplied by Barclays. 

 With respect to Barclays’ information stated in this whitepaper – Source: 

Barclays POINT/Global Family of Indices. ©2012 Barclays Bank PLC. Used with 

permission. Barclays and POINT are registered trademarks of Barclays Bank PLC. 

Assumptions: 

 This analysis ignores any potential interest rate or spread sensitivity of assets 

other than fixed income. 

 For simplicity, all spread product is assumed to have a beta of 1.0 relative to the 

liability’s spread. 

 

  

Table I
Market Effect of 100 bps change in…

Value General Interest Rates Spread

Portfolio Components ($mm) Duration ($mm) % Hedged ($mm) % Hedged

Barclays Aggregate Index 400 5.1 20 14% 11 8%

TOTAL PORTFOLIO 400 5.1 20 14% 11 8%

LIABILITY 1,000 14.0 140 140

Difference (120) (129)

% Unhedged vs. Liability 86% 92%

Table II
Market Effect of 100 bps change in…

Value General Interest Rates Spread

Portfolio Components ($mm) Duration ($mm) % Hedged ($mm) % Hedged

Barclays Long Corporate Index 400 13.6 54 39% 54 39%

TOTAL PORTFOLIO 400 13.6 54 39% 54 39%

LIABILITY 1,000 14.0 140 140

Difference (86) (86)

% Unhedged vs. Liability 61% 61%

Table III
Market Notional Effect of 100 bps change in…

Value Value General Interest Rates Spread

Portfolio Components ($mm) ($mm) Duration ($mm) % Hedged ($mm) % Hedged

400 13.6 54 39% 54 39%

(204) 16.8 (34) -24% 0 0%

TOTAL PORTFOLIO 400 13.6 20 14% 54 39%

LIABILITY 1,000 14.0 140 140

Difference (120) (86)

% Unhedged vs. Liability 86% 61%

Barclays Long 
Corporate Index

Ultra Long US 
Treasury Futures
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About NISA Investment Advisors, L.L.C. 

NISA Investment Advisors, L.L.C., is an independent investment manager focused on 
risk-controlled asset management. We manage assets for large institutional investors. 
Client portfolios include investment-grade fixed income, derivative overlays and indexed 
equity. NISA is 100% employee-owned and is based in Saint Louis, Missouri. 

Disclaimer 

Pursuant to an exemption from the Commodity Futures Trading Commission in 
connection with accounts of qualified eligible persons, this document is not required to 
be, and has not been, filed with the Commission. The Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission does not pass upon the merits of participating in a trading program or upon 
the adequacy or accuracy of the commodity trading advisor disclosure. Consequently, 
the Commodity Futures Trading Commission has not reviewed or approved this trading 
program or this document. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 
 
This material has been prepared by NISA Investment Advisors, L.L.C. This document is 
for information and illustrative purposes only and does not purport to show actual 
results. It is not, and should not be regarded as investment advice or as a 
recommendation regarding any particular security or course of action. Opinions 
expressed herein are current opinions as of the date appearing in this material only and 
are subject to change without notice. Reasonable people may disagree about the 
opinions expressed herein. In the event any of the assumptions used herein do not prove 
to be true, results are likely to vary substantially. All investments entail risks. There is no 
guarantee that investment strategies will achieve the desired results under all market 
conditions and each investor should evaluate its ability to invest for a long term 
especially during periods of a market downturn. No representation is being made that 
any account, product, or strategy will or is likely to achieve profits, losses, or results 
similar to those discussed, if any. No part of this document may be reproduced in any 
manner, in whole or in part, without the prior written permission of NISA Investment 
Advisors, L.L.C., other than to your employees. This information is provided with the 
understanding that with respect to the material provided herein, that you will make your 
own independent decision with respect to any course of action in connection herewith 
and as to whether such course of action is appropriate or proper based on your own 
judgment, and that you are capable of understanding and assessing the merits of a 
course of action. NISA Investment Advisors, L.L.C. does not purport to be experts in, and 
does not provide, tax, legal, accounting or any related services or advice. Tax, legal or 
accounting related statements contained herein are made for analysis purposes only and 
are based upon limited knowledge and understanding of these topics. You may not rely 
on the statements contained herein. NISA Investment Advisors, L.L.C. shall not have any 
liability for any damages of any kind whatsoever relating to this material. You should 
consult your advisors with respect to these areas. By accepting this material, you 
acknowledge, understand and accept the foregoing. 


